[Perspectives for molecular diagnostics exemplified by urothelial bladder carcinoma].
The rapidly growing knowledge of molecular mechanisms will change the daily routine of clinicians in the near future. Regarding urothelial bladder carcinoma, one may expect that molecular diagnostics will identify patients susceptible to disease development by screening their genotype. Furthermore, in addition to histopathologic findings, prognostic markers will be used for disease management. In an ongoing multicenter trial, the decision on whether or not to treat patients with adjuvant chemotherapy after cystectomy is based on their p53 status. In the near future, cytostatic medications are expected to be chosen according to genetic profiles of the tumor or patient. New medications, which target tumor-specific alterations of cell-signaling cascades in bladder or other cancers, prominently inhibitors of the ERBB membrane receptor family, are currently under clinical investigation and will undoubtedly form an important part of therapeutic oncologic regimens. In conclusion, evaluation of gene profiles of tumors and patients will gain importance for clinicians.